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THREE OCCURRENCES OF HIGH-THORIAN URANINITE
NEAR EASTON, PENNSYLVANIA*

Anruun M oNrcounnu, Laf ay ette C oll,ege, Easton, P ennsyla anio.

Assrnacr
The geology, mineralogy and paragenesis of three occurrences of high-thorian uraninite

in serpentine near Easton, Pa., are described. seven *-ray fluorescence analyses together
with three corroborative chemical analyses show this mineral to be high-thorian uraninite
rather than high-uranoan thorianite as supposed six samples contajn from about l5/o to
3570ThOr.

At the Williams quarry hydrothermai alteration of much uraninite to a sequence of
secondary uranium- and thorium-rich minerals occurred. Frondel,s Mineral C, thoro-
gummite, then boltrvoodite and uranophane were formed during serpentinization of frac-
tured dolomite-diopside-tremolite contact-metamorphosed rock. Supergene coatings,
chiefly hydrous uranium silicates and including boltwoodite and uranophane, formed much
later .

At the reservoir site slight hldrothermal alteration oI uraninite to thorogummite
occurred. At the Royal Green Marble co. quarry uraninite is found unaltered. At these
localities fracturing or temperatures during later hydrothermal mineralization may have
been of lower intensity.

It is concluded that thorium-rich Easton uraninite does not alter readily to secondary
minerals, except when subjected to severe deformation and concomitant attack by ser-
pentinizing hydrothermal solutions. The Th, rJ and. zr of this contact-metasomatic uran-
inite and the associated zircon originated in a granite-pegmatite magma rich in these
elements, which intruded dolomitic rocks and through deformation while crystallizing
yielded the hydrothermal solutions that deposited these minerals in those rocks. then
serpentinized the rocks.

INrnonucrroN

High-thorian uraninite, regarded unti l now as high-uranoan thorian-
ite,1 occurs in serpentine rock at three localit ies just north and northeast
of Easton, Pennsylvania. The two earlier discoveries were made around
1930 by George W. Gehman (1936) at the C. K. Will iams quarry and at
the near-by site of the College Hil l pservoir. In the past few years uran-
inite has been found also at the quirry of the Royal Green Marble Co.
about a mile northeast of the first two occurrences and on the New Tersev
side of the Delaware River.

This paper reports the results of a paragenetic study made of urani-
nite and associated minerals from all three occurrences. one result of the
study reveals that the Easton mineral generally called thorianite is

+ Although not formally a contribution from the Mineralogy and Geology Depart-
ments of Harvard university, this may be considered one in view of the author's con-
tinuing work in the Berman Laboratory.

1 The terms high-thorian uraninite and high-uranoan thorianite are arbitrarily taken
for convenience at 75/6-50/s contained rhos in uraninite and, 75/s-50/e contained
uranium oxides in thorianite.
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able for study all of his uraninite specimens from the Royal Green ]vIarble

Co. quarry.

GBor,ocrc SBrrrNc

The mineralogy and paragenesis of these three uraninite occurrences

cannot be fully understood without reference to the regional geology and

the sequence of paragenetic events which controlled the formation of all

minerals found in the serpentine-talc deposits near Easton. The geology

of these deposits has been described by Peck (1905), Fraser (Miller,

1939), Bayley (I94t), and Montgomery (1955).

A zone several hundred feet wide of serpentinized dolomitic limestone,

of likely correlation with the Franklin metamorphic limestone of Pre-

cambrian age, follows the lower south slope of Chestnut Hill which bor-

ders Easton on the north (Fig' 1). This prominent northeasterly-extend-

ing ridge ends about a mile east of where the Delaware River cuts through

it at weygadt Gap. The uraninite occurrences and also a number of

serpentine-talc quarries are located along this zone, mainly on the Penn-

sylvania side of the river.
In addition to its zone of serpentinized Franklin rocks, Chestnut Hill
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is made up primarily of Precambrian para- and orthogneisses. The pre-
cambrian crystalline rocks of the ridge occupy the core of an anticline
formed during Appalachian folding, but they presumably owe their pres_
ent position also to steep faults separating them from the flanking cam-
brian limestones. Among the orthogneisses the pochuck u..rphiborit"
and younger Byram granite gneiss predominate. The pochuck is much

_ 
Frc. 1. Geologic sketch map of Easton area (adapted from maps of peck (1905),

Fraser (Miller, 1939) and Bayley (1941) and based on USGS Topographic Easton Sheet),
showing location of three uraninite occurrences.

serpentine deposits (peck, 1905; Nlontgomery, 1955).
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MrNBnar, PanecBNosrs

Both field and laboratory study point to a long-continued series of re-

lated structural and metamorphic events in Precambrian time. These

were the factors responsible for the complex paragenetic relationships

found among the minerals of these serpentine deposits. That all of these

events occrrrred during Precambrian time is attested by age determina-

tions on two different contact-metasomatic minerals of the deposits. One

gave 800 million years for thorianite from the Williams quarry (Wells'

iO:S;, *hit. the second of 850 mill ion years is a recent determination by

the Larsen method (E. S. Larsen, Jr., personal communication) on zir-

con from the quarry of the Royal Green Marble Co'

At the williams quarry especially there is a bewildering variety of

minerals-about forty distinct species have been found here-and meta-

morphic rock types. Nearly all of the latter, however, have been con-

verted more or less in the direction of one end-product, serpentine' Most

common of these rock types are those rich in gray-green serpentine,

which may be massive, finely to coarsely micaceous, or else streaked or

mottled with interstitial patchy areas of whitish calcite or pale brown to

pink dolomite. The latter two minerals vary from coarsely crystalline

character to finely fibrous material partly altered to tremolite. The

Williams quarry. Another rock type is coarsely foliated talc, grayish or

pale pink, and occurring in large-scale schistose masses above and west

of ttre norttr end of the quarry. A less common rock type, found close to

pegmatite above the southwest end of the quarry, consists of splintery

gray-white diopside in crudely prismatic masses largely altered to fibrous

fremolite. Relic parting surfaces belonging to the original diopside still

show up prominently in this pseudomorphic tremolite'

The field and laboratory evidence in support of the paragenetic se-

quence of minerals given in Table 1 was described in detail by Mont-

gl-.ry (1955), chiefly for relations found at the Williams quarry' Some

of th. inferred paragenetic events and the main supporting points are

summarized here.

Thermal metomorPhism:

Following pegmatite intrusion certain silicious dolomitic Franklin

beds were largely converted. by thermal metamorphism to coarsely crys-
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tallized diopside or tremolite. Relatively unaltered dolomite rock still
occurs close to pegmatite, suggesting that the silica needed to form diop_
side and tremolite at this time did not come from a pegmatite source.

Earl,y hyd.r other mal. metamor bhism :

and zircon were deposited at this time by early hydrothermal solutions.
Grains of uraninite from the williams quarry most commonly occur in
massive serpentine enclosing patches of gray-white diopside partly al-
tered to fibrous tremolite in finely gray-and-white-banded relic struc-
tures. These structures are due to selective filling or replacement by dark
gray serpentine along parting planes originally developed in coarsely
prismatic diopside. rn a few specimens irregularly shaped grains of urani-
nite have unmistakably replaced diopside or fibrous tremolite pseudo-
morphic after diopside.

Late hydrothermal metamor phism :

Later periods of hydrothermal metamorphism were crosely associated
in time with powerful shearing forces. Extensive fracturinq occurred and
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the more permeable rocks were penetrated by hydrothermal solutions.
While earlier mineral formation tended to be by replacement, here it

tended to follow open spaces. The formation of the sulfides, molybdenite,

sphalerite, galena and pyrite, occurred during this time. These sulfides
largely formed in small fractures or along grain boundaries of earlier
minerals. During this later hydrothermal mineralization serpentine
formed on a large scale, in part directly from strongly sheared dolomite
rock. Solutions from crystallizing pegmatitic magna now carried both
water and silica. Coarse to fine flakes of colorless phlogopite formed in
great abundance together with much of the serpentine, derived either
from shaly impurities in the original rocks or from potash-bearing hydro-

thermal solutions. It must have been primarily due to these episodes of
intense shearing, confined to particular rocks, and the resultant strongly-
penetrative, but localized hydrothermal mineralization, that alteration of
some of the uraninite in rocks now found at the Williams quarry to a
sequence of secondary uranium-thorium minerals took place.

During latest hydrothermal metamorphism deformational forces con-
tinued to open up the rocks to widespread penetration by hydrothermal
solutions. Open fractures became filled with whitish, silky, fibrous tremo-
lite and calcite of finely acicular habit. Some of these tremolite-calcite
fracture fillings are six inches wide and many feet long. One of the last
minerals in the hydrothermal sequence was talc, which in part altered
directly from serpentine along zones of very late shearing when lower
temperatures prevailed. Final open spaces became partly filled with drusy
qtartz.

S u p er gene miner aliz alio n :

The efiects of ground-water solutions during near-surface and surface
weathering of rocks found at the Williams quarry are shown by the pres-
ence of thin fracture coatings of such minerals as limonite and pyrolusite
and of such alteration products of uraninite as carnotite and uranophane.

Paragenetic relations seem much the same in rocks exposed at the
quarry of the Royal Green Marble Co. and in specimens from the site of
the College Hill reservoir. At the first locality massive apple-green ser-
pentine is common, enclosing partly-engulfed patchy areas of pale-pink
coarsely-rhombohedral calcite and crossed by fracture fillings of snow-
white, fibrous calcite and tremolite. Nlolybdenite in thin flakes and coarse
scaly masses and also pyrite in small cubes occur abundantly in some of
this serpentine rock. Uraninite is found in association with these sulfides
in this type of rock. Uraninite specimens preserved from the reservoir
excavations on College Hill show either grayish-green, streaky and mica-
ceous serpentine rock, or grayish rock rich in coarsely prismatic tremolite
partly altered to pale green serpentine. Some of these specimens show
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evidence of fracturing and shearing and marked alteration to gray-white,
fine-scaly or powdery talc.

UnaNrltrre aNl Arrrn,crrorv Pnooucrs r,RoM
rue Wrrrr.qlrs Qu.o,nnv

High-thorian uraninite from the C. K. Williams quarry (formerly
called Sherrer quarry) occurs as black grains in several types of streaky
or micaceous serpentine rock. Determinations of thorium-uranium con-
tent by the x-ray fluorescence analyzer of the Berman Laboratory in
the Harvard N{ineralogy Department on four "thorianite" specimens
from the Williams quarry, show this mineral to be much richer in
uranium than thorium in all cases. A partial chemical analysis of one of
these specimens (Ta) by J. Ito at Harvard confirms the Th-U content
as determined. by r-tay fluorescence analysis. The minerai is therefore
high-thorian uraninite rather than high-uranoan thorianite as formerly
supposed. The original thorianite specimen from the Williams quarry
analyzed by Wells (1933) and showing a ThOz/U:Os ratio of about
5l/49, cannot be regarded as typical for the locality.

The most common occurrence of uraninite from the Williams quarry
is in a grayish-green serpentine rock showing grayish patchy areas of
fibrous tremolite pseudomorphic after coarsely prismatic diopside. This
tremolite has in turn been partly replaced by encroaching massive ser-
pentine. The encroaching serpentine may also appear micaceous from
an abundance of enclosed phlogopite flakes of pearly-gray to pale-green
color. A second less common occurrence is in brownish or pinkish, fine-
grained dolomite rock specked with small f lakes of colorless phlogopite
and streaked with grayish or brownish serpentine. Gehman (1936) reports
that uraninite and also zircon were mostly confined to a narrow shoot-
l ike zone soon mined out near the north end of the quarry. This would
have been in association with the tremolite-serpentine rock sti l l  remain-
ing in the walls there. Confirmation of this occurrence comes from
traces of alteration products of uraninite sti l l  to be found near the floor of
the quarry in this area. Well-formed zircon crystals, dark brown to
creamy-gray in color and up to a centimeter and more in length, are
associated with uraninite in several specimens of tremolite-serpentine
rock from the Will iams quarry.

The uraninite grains usually have a round shape, suggesting rounded
cubic crystals, but some are highly irregular in shape. Some grains of the
Iatter type have been fractured and broken apart by deformation. The
grain size is from small specks up to a centimeter and more, with an
average size of about 0.25 to 0.5 cm. The color is jet black in freshest
appearing grains, but typically this grades into dark brown or reddish-
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bronze shades because of slight alteration efiects. The luster is resinous.

The freshest material is opaque, compact, and breaks with a conchoidal

fracture. In a few cases where diopside' or tremolite have been partly

replaced by patchy irregular grains of uraninite, the latter has a finely

granular character.
The majority of uraninite grains from the Williams quarry have been

altered to secondary uranium-thorium minerals to a greater or lesser

degree. Although these alteration minerals have to some extent distinc-

tive colors, they tend to grade into one another indistinguishably. The

two earliest-formed secondary minerals, Frondel's Mineral C (Frondel,

1956a) and thorogummite have darker colors, ranging from chocolate-

brown and brownish-orange in X{ineral C to yellow-brown or pale orange-
yellow in thorogummite, and have a marked resinous luster' The later-

formed ones, boltwoodite (Frondel, 1956b), uranophane, carnotite, and

several as yet unidentified species, are various lighter shades of yellow or

yellow-green and do not possess a resinous luster.
Mineral C and thorogummite have largely formed within or along

the edges of grains of altered uraninite, thus are pseudomorphic after

those uraninite grains. The next-formed minerals, boltwoodite and some

uranophane, have formed around the edges of altered uraninite grains

or up to a few inches away, either by replacement of tremolite or diop-

side, or as fillings of small openings and along fracture surfaces. The latest-

formed minerals, including boltwoodite and most of the uranophane, have

commonly migrated some distance (whether in terms of a few inches or

many feet) away from the grain sites of the original genetically-related

uraninite, having been carried in solution to their new sites where they

have been deposited as thin coatings on fracture walls or on exposed sur-

faces.
The alteration of uraninite from the Williams quarry to its secondary

pseudomorphic products has proceeded in various ways and to a variable

degree. Commonly patchy spots, irregular central cores' or narrow outer

rims of dark brown, orange-brown, or brownish-yellow material appear

in the grains and stand out in sharp contrast to the blacker color of rela-

tively unaitered uraninite. Or else the original uraninite may have van-

ished, except for tiny scattered specks of black material, with its place

wholly taken by minerals of brown or yellow colors. Where alteration of

uraninite grains has progressed all the way to brownish-yellow or pale

yellow material, made up chiefly of thorogummite or of boltwoodite

and uranophane, the grain shapes are highly irregular due to obvious

deformational effects. Deformation is especially evident where such

grains are enveloped by massive serpentine. N{ost of the unaltered uran-

inite and its grains of more regular shape are associated with coarsely

811
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prismatic diopside-tremolite material, which may have helped to protect
these grains from the severest effects of deformation and the most pene-
trating attack by hydrothermal solutions.

The various alteration products of uraninite at the Will iams quarry
have been identif ied chiefly by optical properties and o-ray powder pho-
tographs. In refracted l ight the earlier-formed of these minerals appear
to be minutely-grained aggregates. The mean or diagnostic index of
refraction ranges from 1.78 to 1.80 for l,I ineral C and fuom I.67 to 1.70
for thorogummite, and it is close to 1.670 for boltwoodite. The #-ray pow-
der patterns for all three minerals are distinctive. Translucent reddish-
bronze areas in several uraninite grains from the Will iams quarry are
isotropic and have an index of 1.84. This may be thorite, present as a very
rare alteration product of high-thorian uraninite at this locality. In two
specimens there are small irreguiar grains of a translucent red mineral
with a high luster. It is isotropic and has an index of refraction of 1.94.
After heating to 1000o C., a fragment of this red mineral gave the pow-
der pattern of uraninite.

Color and luster aid in identif ication of these secondary minerals, es-
pecially when studied under the binocular microscope. \it ineral C has a dis-
tinctive orange-brown or brownish-orange color when relatively pure,
breaks with smooth conchoidal surfaces, and has a highly resinous luster.
Thorogummite, which varies in color all the way from gray-white to
yellow-brown but is most commonly a brownish-yellow at the Will iams
quarry, has a less-marked resinous luster and does not break to smooth
conchoidal surfaces.

Where thorogummite grades into boltrvoodite, the latter can be dis-
tinguished by its dull luster, rough-granular appearance, and a paler,
more translucent yellow color. Boltwoodite also occurs as finely-fibrous
material and as thin coatings on fracture surfaces. It is commonly closely
associated with uranophane, and where the two minerals are intimately

Frc. 2 High-thorian uraninite from Williams quarry shorving differential alteration as
controlled by serpentinization. The five black grains are rounded and deformed cubic or
cubo-octahedral crystals of uraninite. They are rimmed and spotted with yellow-brown or
orange-brown thorogummite and surrounded by gray fibrous tremoiite with minor ser-
pentine. Two yellow shapes near bottom center represent uraninite cubes engulfed by
massive gray serpentine and almost entirely altered to brown thorogummite and yellow
boltwoodite and uranophane. X1i. Photograph by B. M. Shaub

Flc. 3. Secondary uranium minerals from Williams quarry associated with relic parting
structures after diopside (light yellow areas with dark parallel lines). The structures u,-ere
developed in diopside which first altered to fibrous tremolite. Parting planes u'ere then
infiltrated by dark-gray serpentine while intervening tremolite became replaced by yeliow
boltwoodite and uranophane derived from altered and destroyed uraninite close by. Gray-
green serpentine surrounds the structures. X11. Photograph by B. M. Shaub.
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mixed together as fibrous replacements of tremolite or diopside in the

relic parting structures pseudomorphic after diopside, uranophane is

more transparent and has a brighter lemon-yellow color than boltwood-
ite. Boltwoodite may be distinguished also by its rather weak yellowish

fluorescence.
The later-formed secondary uranium minerals at the Williams quarry

occur chiefly as thin fracture coatings or effiorescences on exposed sur-
faces. One of these minerals, found as a very rare coating of minute
flakes of pale greenish-yellow color on phlogopite, fluoresces a bright
yellow-green. Its high refractive index is I.623 and it was first thought
to be meta-autunite or uranocircite, but the r-ray powder photograph
proves unidentifiable. A non-fluorescent mineral that occurs not uncom-
monly as yellowish fibrous or flaky coatings has been determined to be
a new hydrous uranium silicate by mineralogists of the U. S. Geological
Survey (S. Rubenstein and \{. E. Staatz, personal communication).
This mineral occurs with other secondary uranium minerals on the Colo-
rado Plateau, as does boltwoodite. Carnotite occurs rarely as thin coat-
ings of flaky aggregates with a distinctive yellow-green color. Uranophane
occurs mostly as thin coatings of finely-fibrous character and pale-yellow

to lemon-yellow color. An unusual occurrence of this mineral at the Wil-
l iams quarry, found some years ago by John H. Bertrand, Jr., of Easton,
shows tiny bright-yellow acicular crystals of uranophane intergrown with
finely prismatic calcite and fibrous tremolite. The crystals are mostly
aggregated in tiny prismatic bundlesi but single crystals project into
small cavities also. Among the specimens from the Williams quarry show-
ing surface coatings of secondary yellowish or greenish-yellow uranium
minerals, there may be additional species so far unidentified.

These alteration minerals of primary uraninite found at the Williams
quarry are with one exception uranium-rich minerals with very little or
no thorium present. The exception is thorogummite, which is high in
thorium. It is l ikely that nearly all of the thorium once present in the
primary high-thorian uraninite is preserved in thorogummite. Since in

most cases studied Mineral C appears to have formed before thorogum-
mite, it would suggest that once the primary uraninite hacl broken down
to a secondary uranium-rich, thorium-poor mineral, the bulk of the tho-
rium Ieft over was used to make thorium-rich thorogummite.

Un-q.NrNrrn AT THE Rov.q.r Gnnnrt Quannv

In the past several years a small number of specimens of high-thorian
uraninite have been found in material excavated from the serpentine
quarry of the Royal Green Marble Co. (hereafter called the Royal Green
quarry). This actively working quarry is on the New Jersey side of the
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Delaware River, about a mile northeast of the Williams quarry and two
miles north of Phillipsburg, N. J. The discovery was made in 1952 by
J. Keht Perry of White House Station, N. J., but nearly all of the speci-
mens since found were collected by Clark C. Mclean of Belvidere, N.J.

This uraninite occurs as black grains in massive apple-green serpen-
tine, in much of which coarse scales of molybdenite and small pyrite
cubes are abundant. The mineral is jet-black, massive and compact, and
shows a conchoidal fracture. It is opaque and shows a weakly resinous
luster on freshly broken surfaces. The grains vary in size from mere
specks up to more than a centimeter across. Some grain shapes are highly
irregular, but most of the larger ones possess a crudely squarish or
roundled outline suggestive of cubic or cubo-octahedral crystals. One
roundled crystal 0.5 cm. in size is a modified cubo-octahedron.

Sorhe uraninite grains are cut across by narrow veinlets of fibrous cal-
cite and tremolite; others have been fractured and somewhat deformed
and broken apart. In no case are there any signs of alteration effects. A
Th-U determination by the Berman r-ray fluorcscence analyzer on a
uranipite grain from this occurrence gave a contained Th/U ratio of
l6%/p2%. A partial chemical analysis of this specimen (T6) by J. Ito
confirfns the Th/U ratio but reports higher Th and U. This composition
is verlr slightly higher in Th with respect to U than in analyzed samples
from fhe Williams quarry. The lack of alteration to secondary minerals
in urafninite from the Royal Green quarry seems hardly due, therefore,
to hi$her-thorium, Iower-uranium content, but more reasonably reflects
Iess dfastic deformational efiects and weaker attack bv hvdrothermal
solutibns than in the case of the altered uraninite from the Williams

The close association of uraninite at this localitv with molvbdenite.
pyrite, and also minor sphalerite and galena is of interest. These min-
erals qccur at the Williams quarry, but much less commonly and not in
close pssociation with uraninite. Since scales of molybdenite and aggre-
gates pf small pyrite cubes are found following grain boundaries between
uranirfite and the surrounding serpentine in several specimens from the
Royal] Green quarry, the formation of sulfides at this locality came after
uranirfite. Nlolybdenite occurs commonly in certain zones of serpentine
rock {t the Royal Green quarry where no traces of uraninite have been

up to h length of 2 cms. are also found associated with uraninite from the
RoyalJ Green quarry. Because they formed as isolated crystals and have
been partly fractured and broken apart as have uraninite crystals from
this locality, they are believed to have been deposited contemporaneously
with the uraninite.
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UneNrurrn FRoM THE Srrn or rnr Cor,rncr Hrn Rnsrnvorn

Some years after his original discovery of uraninite at the Williams

quarry, b.h-ar, (1936) found a second occurrence of this mineral in

mateiial excavated from the site of the then-new College Hill reservoir

and dumped along the banks of the Delaware River' It was already too

Iate to examine the site of the occurrence, but Gehman managed to col-

lect numerous excellent uraninite specimens from the excavated material'

The rock proves to be similar in all respects to the typical serpentinized

tremolite and dolomite rock found at the Williams quarry' The reservoir

site is located on the south slope of Chestnut Hill about a half-mile west
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orientated crystals. These crystals, suggestive of somewhat rounded
tetragonal prisms terminated by the dipyramid, were probably originally
crystallized thorite present on the outer surfaces of pseudomorphs of
thorite after thorian uraninite, which have since altered lo thorogummite.

No signs of secondary uranium-rich minerals have been observed in
uraninite specimens from this locality. Determinations of Th-u content

Hrcn Tnonruru CoryrBNr ol Easrox Unaxrwnp
Table 2lists the u-Th compositions and percentage ratios for a num-

ber of uraninite and thorianite specimens from Easton and elsewhere.

material. The discrepancy is largely due to the variable state of oxidation

thorianite.
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Te*n 2. U-Th Co*rnnr aNo Cr'r Drur*srows o'Uner.urrrn eNo TlronreNrrn

X-ray
fluores-

cence

analysis

/6 present
(approx.)

U :Th

X-te rt

fluores-
cence

analysis

/s ratio
(to 100/6)

U:Th

Chemical
analysis

/e ratio
(to 100/6)

U:Th

Cell
dimensions

(in A)

calculated
from r-ray

powder
photographs

T4

Tr
Tze
T.

Tra

Tz
Tn
Trz

uraninite, Mi Vida, Utah
uraninite, Williams quarry
uraninite, Williams quarry
uraninite, Williams quarry
uraninite, Williams quarry
uraninite, Royal Green

quarry
uraninite, reservoir site
uraninite, reservoir site
thorianite, Betroka,

Madagascar

+ o i  I

3 9 : 1 2 . 5
4 2 i 7 6
4l:.17
3 2 : 7 6

3 2 i 2 2
29:22

86:14
76:24
7 2 : 2 8
71: ,29
66:.34

59:41
57:43

<  t n

5 . + 4
5 . 4 4
5 . 5 1
5 . 4 6
5 .  5 0

5 . 5 0
s . 5 3
5.  60

I As generally reported for this locality.
2 

Jun Ito anaiyst, Mineralogy Department, Harvard University.
3 As given for this locality in Dana's System (1944, l, p.627).

Even the freshest uraninite found at the three Easton localit ies occurs
in serpentinized rock, thus must have been exposed to some attack by
serpentinizing hydrothermal solutions. Thorianite, in contrast to the
marked alteration behavior characteristic of uraninite, does not break
down readily to secondary minerals. rt is l ikely that high-thorian uran-
inite, of the type found at all three Easton occurrences, yields less readily
to secondary alteration than low-thorian or non-thorian uraninite.

OnrcrN oF EASToN UnenrrwrrB

The origin of the high-thorian uraninite occurring in serpentine near
Easton is bound up ultimately with a granitic magma which cluring pre-
cambrian time intruded rocks now widely exposed over east-central
Pennsylvania and west-central and northwestern New Jersey. The peg-
matite end-products of this magma are characterized geochemically by
the common presence of minerals carrying zirconium, rare earths, and
thorium and uranium.

coarsely crystallized allanite and zircon, usually in close association
with granite pegmatite, have been reported from numerous localities in
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the Precambrian crystalline rocks of east-central Pennsylvania and west-

central and northwestern New Jersey. Recently rich deposits of uranoan

transport into the intrud,ed, strongly-sheared and highly permeable rocks

by squeezed-ofi hydrothermal solutions which concentrated them in

those rocks as contact-metasomatic crystals of Th-rich uraninite and of

zircon.

CoNcr-usroNs

Seven r-ray fluorescence analyses (supported in three cases by chemical

analyses, see Table 2) of typical specimens of the primary thorium-

uranium mineral from three occurrences in serpentine near Easton, Pa.,

show this mineral to be high-thorian uraninite rather than high-uranoan

thorianite as formerly supposed. In six of the analyzed specimens the

ThOr content ranges from about 15/6 to 35/6, a high thorium content for

thorough penetration by hydrothermal solutions which strongly serpen-

tinized much of the matrix material. These penetrating solutions made
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it possible for boltwoodite and uranophane to move outward from the
edges of the altered and deformed uraninite grains, f inding their way
especially, through replacement of diopside or tremolite, into certain of
the near-by relic parting structures pseudomorphic after cliopside. (4)
More recent near-surface attack by ground-water solutions dissolved
uranium from the earlier-formed secondary uranium-thorium minerals,
carried it some distance away, and redeposited it in the form of fracture
coatings of pale yellow and yellow-green secondary uranium minerals
that represent the final alteration products of the primary uraninite.

High-thorian uraninite from the reservoir site has altered in smalr

quarry.

High-thorian uraninite from the Royal Green quarry is found un_
altered, despite exposure to serpentinizing solutions. possibiy pre-
serpentine fracturing here was not sufhciently severe to expose this
uraninite to a long-continued, penetrating hydrothermal attack.

rt is concluded that because of its high thorium content none of the
Easton uraninite alters readily to secondary minerals. Alteration to the
earlier-formed secondary minerals has only occurred under exceptionally
drastic, localized conditions of fracturing and concomitant attack by
silica-bearing hydrothermal solutions. This arteration is known to have
been hydrothermal rather than supergene, because it can be traced step
by step through elucidation of the whole sequence of hydrothermally-
imposed contact-metasomatic changes which affected the minerals of the
associated serpentine deposits and to which the early-stage alteration of
the high-thorian uraninite is inseparably linked.

The origin of the high-thorian uraninite found near Easton Iies in a

in them, and later serpentinized them on an extensive scale.
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